HOW TO ACCESS YOUR ACADEMIC ADVISING REPORT-AAR

The Student Academic Advising Report (AAR) contains valuable information about your academic plan and progress. This is the same information that your Academic Advisor reviews when assisting you. You will be able to view all of your transfer in classes (if applicable, you will see a green arrow), all special credits via testing out or other (icon with glasses), all classes you have taken (green with check mark), grades, and current registration (always shown in gold diamonds).

Please note that any course you have already registered in for an upcoming semester will be included in the total number of hours complete. So, if you drop, withdraw or fail one of these classes, you will need to adjust the total number of hours taken/needed.

Following are the steps for accessing your AAR:

1. Go to www.one.iu.edu and log in
2. Search for and click on Student Center app
3. Under the Academics section, select “My Academics & Grades”
4. In the box labeled Advising, select “View My Advisement Report”
5. Select your home campus for Academic Institution
7. Click the "Process Request" button.

IMPORTANT:
Please note that any course you are repeating in your current enrollment (gold diamond) will show a "warning, this is a repeat class". If you previously took the class and earned a D- or better, the credits have already been included in your “total completed hours”. Therefore, you would need to subtract these hours from your completed hours to obtain an accurate count of remaining hours needed to graduate. However, if you received an “F” previously, then no credit had been awarded so the total completed hours will be correct. Any “duplications” or “repeats” taken prior to your current enrollment have been included or excluded in your total completed hours correctly.